
This workshop “UNDERSTANDING THE 
NARCISSISTS WEB OF DECEPTION”, is the basic 
foundation for a series of 1 day workshops to follow in 2016:

•	 Learn	the	difference	between	healthy	and pathological	
narcissism? 	

•	 Review	 the	 basic	 characteristics,	 behaviours	 and	
criteria	 of	Narcissistic	 Personality	Disorder	 (NPD),	
and	the	devastating	effects	on	the	victim.

•	 NPD	 is	 a	 “spectrum	 disorder”	 that	 goes	 mainly	
undiagnosed,	 we	 shall	 look	 at	 The	 Dark	 Triad	
(Narcissist,	 Malignant	 Narcissist	 &	 Psychopath),	
which	is	vital.

•	 Look	at	the	narcissist’s	constant	need	for	victims	as	
“Narcissistic	Supply”.

•	 Understand	the	significant	effects	of	being	raised	by	
and/or	being	in	a	close	relationship	with	a	narcissist	
(in	the	home,	workplace,	friendships,	etc.).

•	 This	workshop	will	 give	participants	more	effective	
understanding	for	healing.

•	 Victims	suffering	from	Narcissistic	Victim	Syndrome	
need	professionally	trained	therapists	NOW,	so	don’t	
get	left	behind	because	you	cannot	respond.

•	 Visit	narcissisticbehavior.net	to	book	your	place	to-
day	(€50.00	deposit).

•	 Early	 bird	 Price:	 €100.00	 if	 booked	 through	 my	
website	 by	 20th	 November	 2015,	 after	 that	 date	
bookings	cost	€120.00.	

•	 CPD	value	7	points.

For information about Upcoming Specialized Workshops 
on different aspects of narcissistic abuse, please go to:

Website: narcissisticbehavior.net

Email: Christine@narcissisticbehaviour.net

Phone: 01 282 3685 

Christine Louis de Canonville, B.A. Hons; MIACP; MTCI; 
MPNLP, CMH; CHyp. Author,	 psychotherapist,	 supervisor,	
and	 specialist	 in	 Narcissistic	 Victim	 Syndrome	 for	 over	 25	
years.		The	“new	frontier”	in	terms	of	challenges	for	therapists	
to-day	 is	 to	 understand	 Narcissistic	 Personality	 Disorder	
(NPD),	 and	especially	 the	 effects	of	narcissistic	 abuse	on	 the	
victims	coming	into	the	therapy	room.		
 
Christine’s	 broad	 knowledge	 comes	 from	 her	 own	 personal	
journey	of	recovery,	working	with	victims,	and	her	post-grad		
studies	in	Criminology	and	Forensic	Psychology.		Her	book,	The 
Three Faces of Evil: Unmasking the Full Spectrum of Narcissistic 
Abuse,	is	a	primer	written	for	both	therapists	and	victims,	and	
covers	the	full	spectrum	of	pathological	narcissism	(the	Dark	
Triad),	something	every	health	professional	should	know.
 
Understanding the Narcissist’s Web  of Deception
 
Workshop Information:
Location:              Avila Carmelite Centre, Bloomfield Avenue,  
                             Morehampton Road,  Dublin 4. 
Date:                     Friday 4th December 2015
Time:                    Registration 9.00 a.m.  -  5.00 p.m.
Cost:                     120 Euro (Lunch supplied)
Early Bird Price:  100 Euro  (50 Euro deposit)
 
En suite accommodation available at Avila, please book  
direct  Tel: 01 643 0200  plus Free parking.
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WHAT IS NARCISSISM?
Narcissism is a character disorder, in which a person tends 
to have an inflated sense of self-importance; be preoccupied 
with thoughts of great success, power and control. Narcissists 
lack complete empathy and emotional connection to others. 
And with their sense of entitlement they exploit others in 
an arrogant, superior, demanding way, taking full advantage 
of others as their means of narcissistic supply (technically 
making them a victim of narcissistic abuse). 

THE EFFECTS OF NARCISSISTIC ABUSE:
There are many profound effects of being a victim of 
narcissistic abuse, whether the perpetrator is a parent, a 
sibling, a significant other, a friend, a co-worker, a boss, etc. 
Regardless of the circumstances, this form of pathological 
abuse is so  severe that the victim will experience a  profound 
sense of trauma and loss of  identity,  with  devastating    
outcomes.  
 

UNDERSTANDING THE 
NARCISSISTS WEB OF DECEPTION
The 21st Century has brought a “Narcissistic Epidemic”. 
Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD) is a dangerous  
disease that is sweeping throughout all   society, touching 
all aspects of our lives, threatening every single person, and  
causing many to become traumatised victims of narcissistic 
abuse (physically, emotionally, financially, etc).  
 
Few people actually know what narcissism is, or how 
to identify the patterns of behaviour so they can avoid 
becoming a victim.  It is  estimated that 1 in 16 people 
experience clinical NPD, and as every  narcissist needs a   
constant supply of victims to support their fragile egos, 
therefore nobody is safe. The dysfunctional    behaviour 
involves such callous manipulation and   exploitation of 
the victim that it has given rise to a new condition known 
as Narcissistic Victim Syndrome (NVS).  Never has it 
been more important for mental health  professionals 
to understand NPD, and the catastrophic effects on the 
victims that come into the therapy room daily.  

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT 
TO GET FROM THIS 
WORKSHOP?
This workshop primarily concentrates on looking 
at “narcissistic personality traits” among the 
normal population - behaviours and attitudes 
that may or may not go far enough to warrant a 
clinical diagnosis, but bad enough to cause total 
destruction to unsuspecting people as they try to 
live their lives. This common type narcissism is the 
cause of most hardship done to individuals within 
families, romantic relationships, friendships, and 
the workplace.    

Only a trained medical 
professional can  diagnose 
someone as having NPD. 
The   intention of this 
workshop is not to do 
that, but to provide 
you with enough 
information so that 
you can recognize 
narcissistic  
patterns of 
behaviour in 
others, and avoid 
entering into 
the narcissists 
“convoluted dance”.  
The only way of 
staying safe is to be 
able to spot a narcissist 
before they spot you. 


